
 
The Sunflower II Tech Specs 

 
The Sunflower is table top based nail dust vacuum. It also can be moved around floor with an optional portable stand. 
It is equipped with 135 cfm 12V brushless fan motor and 2 ply-filters of which outer filter is carbon activated filter. 
 
Basic Idea: 
As you know, many nail technicians these days suffer from the various allergic dusts produced by gel, acrylic, etc, as well as 
numerous fumes.  When nail technicians are filing the gels on the nails, some dust is airborne and some heavy dust is falling 
down. Airborne nail dust should especially be avoided first before spread since the airborne dust is breathed in first.  My 
product, the Sunflower, stands on the table like a regular desk light and sucks up the airborne nail dust rather than falling 
down heavy dust through a fan motor into the filter placed on the top of the machine.  The filter also includes carbon 
materials that reduce up to 50-60% of the smells in the vicinity.  The ideal distance is about 6 - 7 inches between the nails and 
Sunflower.  But if technicians like to suck up the heavy dust like acrylic, they can place Sunflower closer to nails.   
 
Effective Filter Cleaning: 
It is very important to clean filters as often as possible.  Otherwise, sucking power will be weakened.  If the filter is cleaned 
properly, it can be reused from a month to two months.  After one or two months, filter should be replaced. To clean filters, 
users can clean the filters with a regular vacuum, or tap them outside building.  
 
Sunflower 2 filters consist of 2 plies cloth filters:  
(1) Outer filter: black active carbon layer on outside and white regular dust filter layer on the inside.  
(2) Inner filter: white regular dust. 
It should be cleaned everyday or more often in a busy day for the better result. 
 
Each box contains one set of filter in the machine and one extra set of filter.  On busy day, a user can use one filter in the 
morning and the extra in the afternoon and clean them both at the end of the day.  Also user can buy 1 pack of filters which 
includes 5 3-layer filters to use filters sparingly.   
 
 
You can find out more information on our website www.bauusa.com and FAQ page. 
 
 
Dimensions: 
Here are technical 2 dimensional (D) measurements. When people see Sunflowers in real (3D), they feel Sunflowers look 
bigger than in 2D.  
 
1. Sunflower II: 
(1) Head length:  9.25"(235mm)  
(2) Head top diameter:  5.16"(131mm) phi  
(3) Head bottom diameter:  5.28"(134mm) phi  
 
2. Flexible Stand  
(1) Flexible stand diameter:  .98"(25mm) phi  
(2) Flexible stand length:  21"(534mm)  
 
3. Clamp type mount (Standard) 
(1) Minimum table surface from the edge:  1.85"(47mm)  
(2) Maximum table thickness:  1.97"(50mm)  
(3) Total extended length below table surface  
(Maximum room below table surface):  5.91"(150mm)  
(4) Length above table surface:  1.30"(33mm)  
 
4. Optional mounts 
Also we have optional mounts, hole($10), screw-on($15), and portable ($124). 
 



 
 
4. Screw Down Mount (Optional) 
(1) Minimum table surface:  3.94"(100mm) phi  
(2) Length above the table surface:  1.81"(46mm)  
 
5. Suction Mount (Optional) 
(1) Area taken by a suction mount: 5 1/4"(131mm) x 5 3/4"(142mm) 
(2) Distance from the center of mount to the center of Sunflower: 14"(355mm) 
(3) Usual height from customer' hand to bottom of Sunflower: 6-9"(152 -228mm) 
 
6. Portable Stand (Optional, Since Mar. 14, 2012) 
(1) Base size: 20” x 20” x 7.5” 
(2) Column Length: 20” 
(3) Shortest installation height without Sunflower: 23”, with Sunflower: 34” 
(4) Longest installation height without Sunflower: 33”, with Sunflower: 44” 
(5) Shipping Box Size: 20” x 20” x 10” 
 (6) Shipping Weight: 8LB 
 
7. Old Portable Stand (Optional, before Mar. 14, 2012) 
(1) Base size: 19” x 19” x 5” 
(2) Column Length: 20” 
(3) Shortest installation height without Sunflower: 22”, with Sunflower: 33” 
(4) Longest installation height without Sunflower: 35”, with Sunflower: 46” 
(5) 22" x 22" x 6", 10LB 
 
Shipping Dimension: 
1. Sunflower and filter: 
    14" cube, 8LB 
 
2. Portable stand (Since Mar. 14, 2012) 
    Shipping Box Size: 20” x 20” x 10” 
     Shipping Weight: 8LB 
 
3. Old Portable stand (before Mar. 14, 2012) 
    22" x 22" x 6", 10LB 
 
The Sunflower's fan motor provide 135 cfm 
 
Yes, it has a set of filter inside the filter case. 
Filter has two ply: inner filter is of white cloth, outer filter is of carbon activated cloth. 
I recommend that use clean the filter at the end of each day, and change every two month. 
 


